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Layla Weston was supposed to be planning her wedding, not waiting for her fiancÃƒÂ©Ã¢â‚¬â„¢s

father to die.As Luke prepares to defend Holly for the shooting of Gregory Meyer, Layla and her

family weigh the possibility of being able to return home to North Carolina. Only Layla isn't quite

sure that's what she wants.Will and Layla are faced with a new set of challenges for their future -

including the status of their upcoming wedding. And when new revelations about his father come to

light, Will finds himself questioning his own destiny as a man. With Layla's help, he must learn that

his identity is not determined by his DNA.Now that they are on the brink of their happily-ever-after,

will Layla and Will get everything they dreamed of? Or will their happiness continue to be just out of

reach?
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I enjoyed the entire Lake trilogy. Kayla and Will finally get what they deserve. In fact, everyone gets

what they deserve! This was more than one love story. I would really like to know what happens

next for Wes and Eliana and for Luke and Claire. Especially Luke and Claire. They became such



loving parents to a young girl they did not even know. Their back story needs to be told in more

detail than it has. What in their own history made them go to such extreme measures to let Kayla

and Will be together.In all the years I have had a Kindle (this is not my first Kindle),this is only the

third time l have bought the sequels to a free book. True, this last book went over the top with the

constant repeating of the I love you. Overall this series was more than satisfying. Best of all there

was no gratuitous sex! Their private moments were private. Really, really sweet books.

Safe Harbor is a well-written conclusion to The Lake Series. The author has developed her plot well

and the characters are well-drawn. By the end of the third book, I found myself really caring what

happened to them. This is an excellent series for young adults that should give them a lot to think

about when it comes to the topic of sex or no sex before marriage. There are plenty of conflicts and

action to hold the viewer's attention.My only complaint, and to me it is a big one, is the horrible proof

reading that was done for the second and third books. Someone should go back and correct the

many, many errors that exist. Using spell check, as I would guess was done, does not find

duplication of words, words left out, wrong words used as in " it" for is, etc. and occasionally the

wrong usage of words, perhaps by the author herself, as in he "binded" his time or the car was

"stationery" on the corner. Being a HS teacher and a stickler for accuracy these errors made me

very angry and almost caused me to stop reading. I am glad that I didn't.

Story was okay - it did get annoying with how sweet and fake everyone was with one another.

However - the thing that is most annoying is the Kindle version has so many spelling errors. They

needed another set of eyes on this because it appears they just ran it through spellcheck. That

means you miss all the words spelled correctly but are, at the same time, the wrong word. I can't

believe I paid for this book.

When I picked out the first book in The Lake trilogy, I was intrigued. I wanted to know why this girl

had secrets, what they were, and why they even existed. The love story aspect of the books can be

a bit sappy, but they are wholesome and sweet nonetheless. It is a bit cliche, the sad lonely plain

girl ends up with a millionaire boyfriend, her aunt and uncle go through hell and high water to let

them be together, and it all works out well in the end. But I am thoroughly impressed with the whole

trilogy. New events happen at a fairly quick pace, and the large vocabulary and intricacy of details

keep you hanging on every word. Excellent story, excellent characters. I would recommend this to

anyone who loves a good love story - and the story of a girl who is blamed at such a fragile age for



so many things beyond her control yet comes out in the end with a strong will, a loyal support

system, and a big heart.

This series is different than any I have read, and I have read many. It should have been one long

book, as it is really just one story devided into books instead of chapters.. I found that to be a bit of

confusing. What if the reader did not have access to all of the books? Or could not read them all In

order? Troublesome

I was thrilled to get through three books with two people in love that didn't have to have explicit sex!

This is my first experience with reading books by AnnaLisa Grant. Thank you for a very good story

with all the right cliff hangers and actually telling a love story hat a person can enjoy!

This is the best & most exciting book of the Lake Series. Right up to the end it was suspenseful & I

didn't know how it would end! The only thing that bothered me was the typographical mistakes

where I would have to stop reading those sentences & decifer what was meant to be written.

I absolutely love this author, and would love to get some ARC's. -hint hint- lol but no really I have

adored this trilogy from the start, I love that will and Layla's story is incorporated with strong family

values. You do not see that in many books anymore.This book took me a little longer to read soley

because it was a detail oriented book. The beginning started off strong and the ending left me on

the edge of my seat and yelling NO NO NO what are you doing! The middle was all mushy details

about the wedding and such leaving me in tears.And the last thing I enjoyed about this book was

the epilogue, nothing is more irritating than an author who writes this amazing book and doesn't tie

up the loose ends for you, letting the characters wonder carelessly in your head. Annalisa did a

wonderful job with the epilogue.Over all- Bravo. I will be recommending this book to the rest of my

club.Thank you for a great story.
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